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Dierent approaches to semiclassical eld theory have been developed. Most of them were based on
the functional integral technique: physical quantities were expressed via functional integrals which were
evaluated with the help of saddle-point or stationary-phase technique. Since energy spectrum and S-
matrix elements can be found from the functional integral [1, 2], this approach appeared to be useful
for the soliton quantization theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Another important partial case of the semiclassical eld theory is the theory of quantization in a
strong external background classical eld [6] or in curved space-time [7]: one decomposes the eld as a
sum of a classical c-number component and a quantum component. Then the theory is quantized.
The one-loop approximation [8, 9, 10, 11], the time-dependent Hartree-Fock approximation [8, 9,
12, 13] and the Gaussian approximation developed in [14, 15, 16, 17] may be also viewed as examples
of applications of semiclassical conceptions.
On the other hand, the axiomatic eld theory [18, 19, 20] tells us that main objects of QFT are
states and observables. The Poincare group is represented in the Hilbert state space, so that evolution,
boosts and other Poincare transformations are viewed as unitary operators.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the semiclassical analogs of such QFT notions as states,
elds and Poincare transformations. The analogs of Wightman Poincare invariance and eld axioms
for the semiclassical eld theory are to be formulated and checked.
Unfortunately, "exact" QFT is mathematically constructed for a restricted class of models only (see,
for example, [21, 22, 23, 24]). Therefore, formal approximate methods such as perturbation theory seem
to be ways to quantize the eld theory rather than to construct approximations for the exact solutions
of QFT equations. The conception of eld quantization within the perturbation framework is popular
[25, 26]. One can expect that the semiclassical approximation plays an analogous role.
To construct the semiclassical formalism based on the notion of a state, one should use the equation-
of-motion formulation of QFT rather than the usual S-matrix formulation. It is well-known that
additional diculties such as Stueckelberg divergences [27] and problems associated with the Haag
theorem [28, 19, 20] arise in the equation-of-motion approach. There are some ways to overcome them.
The vacuum divergences can be eliminated in the perturbation theory with the help of the Faddeev
transformation [29]. Stueckelberg divergences can be treated analogously [30] (exactly solvable models
with Stueckelberg divergences have been suggested recently [31, 32]). These investigations are important
for the semiclassical Hamiltonian eld theory [33].
The semiclassical approaches are formally applicable to the quantum eld theory models if the











where V is an interaction potential. To illustrate the formal semiclassical ansatz for the state vector, use
the functional Schrodinger representation (see, for example, [12, 13, 16, 17]). States at xed moment of
time are represented as functionals  [’()] depending on elds ’(x), x 2 Rd, the eld operator ’^(x) is
the operator of multiplication by ’(x), while the canonically conjugated momentum ^(x) is represented



























The simplest semiclassical state corresponds to the Maslov theory of complex germ in a point [34, 35, 36].
It depends on the small parameter  as










 (KSt;t;tf t)[’()]; (1:3)
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As ! 0, the substitution (1.3) satises eq.(1.2) in the leading order in  if the following relations












(t(x))2 − V (t(x))]; (1:4)
Second, t, t obeys the classical Hamiltonian system
_t = t;− _t = (− +m2)t + V 0(t); (1:5)
Finally, the functional f t satises the functional Schrodinger equation with the quadratic Hamiltonian




















There are more complicated semiclassical states that also approximately satisfy the functional
Schrodinger equation (1.2). These ansatzes correspond to the Maslov theory of Lagrangian manifolds
with complex germs [34, 35, 36]. They are discussed in section 5.
However, the QFT divergences lead to the following diculties.
It is not evident how one should specify the class of possible functionals f and introduce the inner
product on such a space via functional integral. This class was constructed in [33]. In particular, it was
found when the Gaussian functional




belongs to this class. The condition on the quadratic form R which was obtained in [33] depends on ,
 and diers from the analogous condition in the free theory. This is in agreement with the statement of
[37, 38] that nonequivalent representations of the canonical commutation relations at dierent moments
of time should be considered if QFT in the strong external eld is investigated in the leading order
in . However, this does not lead to non-unitarity of the exact theory: the simple example has been
presented in [32].
Another problem is to formulate the semiclassical theory in terms of the axiomatic eld theory.
Section 2 deals with formulation of axioms of relativistic invariance and eld for the semiclassical
theory. Section 3 is devoted to construction of Poincare transformations. In section 4 the notion of
semiclassical eld is investigated. More complicated semiclassical states are constructed in section 5.
Section 6 contains concluding remarks.
2 Axioms of semiclassical field theory
In the Wightman axiomatic approach the main object of QFT is a notion of a state space [18, 19, 20].
Formula (1.3) shows us that in the semiclassical eld theory a state at xed moment of time should
be viewed as a set (S;();(); f [()]) of a real number S, real functions (x), (x), x 2 Rd and a
functional f [()] from some class. This class depends on  and . Superposition of semiclassical states
(S1;1;1; f1) and (S2;2;2; f2) is of the semiclassical type (1.3) if and only if S1 = S2, 1 = 2,
1 = 2.
Thus, one introduces [39, 40] the structure of a vector bundle (called as a "semiclassical bundle"
in [40]) on the set of semiclassical states of the type (1.3). The base of the bundle being a space of
sets (S;;) ("extended phase space" [39]) will be denoted as X . The bers are classes of functionals
which depend on  and . Making use of the result concerning the class of functionals [33], one makes
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V : Ψ 7! f; Ψ 2 F ; f = f [()]:
as follows (see, for example, [41]). Let ~R(x;y) be an ,  - dependent symmetric function such that its
imaginary part is a kernel of a positively denite operator and the condition of ref. [33] (see eq.(3.41)
of subsection 3.6) is satised. . By R^ we denote the operator with kernel ~R, while Γ^ has a kernel
i−1( ~R− ~R). The vacuum vector of the Fock space corresponds to the Gaussian functional (1.7). The
operator V is uniquely dened from the relations





V = i(R^Γ^−1=2A+ − R^Γ^−1=2A−)(x): (2:1)
Here A(x) are creation and annihilation operators in the Fock space.
Definition 2.1. A semiclassical state is a point on the trivial bundle X  F ! X .
An important postulate of QFT is Poincare invariance. This means that a representation of the
Poincare group in the state space should be specied. For each Poincare transformation of the form
x0 = x
 + a; ;  = 0; d (2:2)
which is denoted as (a;), the unitary operator Ua; should be specied. The group property
U(a1;1)U(a2;2) = U(a1;1)(a2;2)
with
(a1;1)(a2;2) = (a1 + 1a2;12):
should be satised.
Formulate an analog of the Poincare invariance axiom for the semiclassical theory. Suppose that the
Poincare transformation Ua; takes any semiclassical state (X; f) to a semiclassical state ( ~X; ~f) in the
leading order in 1=2. Denote ~X = ua;X, ~f = U(ua;X  X)f .
Axiom 1 (Poincare invariance)
() the mappings ua; : X ! X are specified, the group properties for them ua1;1ua2;2 = u(a1;1)(a2;2)
are satisfied;
() for all X 2 X the unitary operators Ua;(ua;X  X) : F ! F , obeying the group property
Ua1;1(u(a1;1)(a2;2)X  u(a2;2)X)Ua2;2(u(a2;2)X  X) =
U(a1;1)(a2;2)(u(a1;1)(a2;2)X  X) (2:3)
are specified.
An important feature of QFT is the notion of a eld: it is assumed that an operator distribution
’^(x; t) is specied. Investigate it in the semiclassical theory. Applying the operator ’(x) to the















~f t[()] = (−1=2t(x) + (x))f t[()]
As ! 0, one has
’^(x; t) = −1=2t(x) + ^(x; t : X);
where ^(x; t : X) is a ;-dependent operator in F , t(x)  (x : X) is a solution to the Cauchy
problem for eq.(1.5). The eld axiom can be reformulated as follows.
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of elds. The operator distribution ’(x; t) should obey the following property
Ua;’^(x) = ’^(x+ a)Ua;:
Apply this identity to a semiclassical state (X; f). In leading orders in 1=2, one obtains:
−1=2(x : X)(ua;X;Ua;(ua;X  X)f) + (ua;X;Ua;(ua;X  X)^(x : X)f) =
−1=2(x+ a : ua;X)(ua;X;Ua;(ua;X  X)f)
+(ua;X; ^(x+ a : ua;X)Ua;(ua;X  X)f):
Therefore, we formulate the following axiom.
Axiom 3. (Poincare invariance of fields). The following properties are satisfied:
(x : X) = (x+ a : ua;X); (2:4)
^(x+ a : ua;X)Ua;(ua;X  X) = Ua;(ua;X  X)^(x : X): (2:5)
3 Semiclassical Poincare transformations
3.1 Construction of poincare transformations in the functional represen-
tation
1. Let us construct the mappings ua; and unitary opertaors Ua;(ua;X  X). Since any Poincare
transformation is a composition of time and space translations, boost and spatial rotations,





with sm = −ms,
(l) = −g + g ;
it is sucient to specify operators Ua; for these special cases and then apply a group property.
In the "exact" theory, the operator Ua; has the form
Ua; = exp[iP0a0] exp[−iPjaj ] exp[ikM0k] exp[ i
2
Mlmlm]: (3:1)
The momentum and angular momentum operators entering to formula (3.1) have the well-known form
(see, for example, [25])
P =
∫
dxT 0(x); M =
∫
















’^); T k0 = −@k’^^:
We are going to apply the operator (3.1) to the semiclassical state (1.3). Note that the operators P






































Ψ0[’()] = (KS0;0;0f 0)[’()]
(3:4)
at  = 1. Let us look for the asymptotic solution to eq.(3.4) in the following form:
Ψ [’()] = (KS ; ;f  )[’()]: (3:5)
Substitution of functional (3.5) to eq.(3.4) gives us the following relation:
[− 1

( _S − ∫ dx (x) _ (x))− 1p

∫
dx( _ (x)(x) + _ (x)i 
(x)
) + i @
@
]f  [()] =
1

A( ()− ip 
() ;
 () +p())f  [()]: (3:6)
Considering the terms of the orders O(−1), O(−1=2) and O(1) in eq.(3.6), we obtain
_S =
∫












































f  [()]: (3:9)
Here A1 is a c-number quantity which depends on the ordering of the operators ’^ and ^ and is relevant
to the renormalization problem.
We see that for the cases A = −P0a0, A = Pjaj, A = −kM0k, A = 1
2
smMsm the mapping ua;
takes the initial condition for the system (3.7), (3.8) to the solution of the Cauchy problem for this
system at  = 1. The operators ~Ua; transforms the initial condition for eq.(3.9) to the solution at
 = 1.
2. The classical mappings ua; for our partial cases are presented in table 1.
One can write down the following general formula. Let (a;)be an arbitrary Poincare transfor-
mation. It happens that the mapping ua; : (S;;) 7! ( ~S; ~; ~) has the following form. Let
(x; t)  (x) be a solution of the Cauchy problem
@@
(x) +m2(x) + V 0((x)) = 0;
(x; 0) = (x); @
@t
(x; t)jt=0 = (x): (3:10)
Denote
(x) = (−1(x− a)):
It appears that
~(x) = (x; 0); ~(x) = @
@t
(x; t)jt=0;
~S = S +
∫









Table 1: Poincare transformations in classical theory
Element of Poincare
group (a ; )
Classical Poincare transformation
ua ; : (S






























dx((xl@m − xm@l)(x) (x)
+(xl@m − xm@l)(x) (x))
a0 = 0,  = 1,
a = b ;
spatial translation
 (x) = 0(x− b);
 (x) = 0(x− b);
S = S0:
−bkkP =
−bk ∫ dx(@k(x) (x) + @k(x) (x) )
a0 = − , a = 0;
 = 1;
evolution
Resolving operator for the Cauchy
problem:
_ =  ;
− _ = (− +m2) + V 0( );
_S =
∫





(r )2 − m2
2





















Resolving operator for the Cauchy
problem
_ = nkxk ;
− _ = −rxknkr
+xknk(m2 + V 0( ));
_S =
∫





(r )2 + m2
2
























group (a ; )
p a ; ( a ; ) f0 ft p
sentation takes the initial condition for the Cauchy problem to the solution of











~Msm = − ∫ dx[(xs@m − xm@s)(x)]1i (x) :
a0 = 0,  = 1,
a = b ;
spatial translation
i _f  [()] = bk ~P k(X )f [()];
~P k = − ∫ dx@k(x)1i (x) :
a0 = − , a = 0;
 = 1;
evolution






































For spatial translations, rotations and evolution, agreement between (3.11) and table 1 is evident.
Consider the x1-boost case, nk = (1; 0; :::; 0). One has
~ (x) = (x




(x1 cosh  + x0 sinh ; x2; :::; xd; x0 cosh  + x1 sinh )jx0=0;
The functions  ,  obey the system presented in table 1. For the integral for ~S, consider the
substitution x0 = y1 sinh ~ , x1 = y1 cosh ~ , x2 = y2,..., xd = yd. One nds









(r~ (y))2 − m
2
2
~2 (y)− V (~ (y))]
this agrees with table 1.
One can also notice that the group property for eq.(3.11) is satised.
Let us make more precise the denition of the space X .
Definition 3.1. X is a space of sets (S;;) of a number S and functions ; 2 S(Rd) such that
there exists a unique solution of the Cauchy problem (3.10) such that the functions (x+ a)jx0=0 and
@(x+ a)jx0=0 are of the class S(Rd) for all a:.
We see that the transformation ua; : X ! X is dened.
3. The operators ~Ua;(ua;X  X) are presented in table 2.
However, it is not easy to check the group property (2.3). It is much more convenient to investigate
the innitesimal Poincare transformations and check the algebraic analog of (2.3).
It happens that operators ~Ua;(ua;X  X) induce a Poincare group representation in a specic
space. It is a space of sections f(x;()) of the semiclassical bundle. The operators ~Ua; act as
( ~Ua;f)(X) = ~Ua;(X  u−1a;X)f(u−1a;X): (3:12)
The group property for the operators ~U is equivalent to relation (2.3). Let (atau; ) be a one-parametric
subgroup of the Poincare group with the tangent vector A being an element of the Poincare algebra.
Since the operator ~Ua ; (ua ;X  X) takes the initial condition for the cauchy problem for equation











is a Lie derivative presented in table 1. Therefore, the innitesimal analog of the group property (2.3)
is
[ ~H(A1 : X)− i[A1]; ~H(A2 : X)− i[A2]] = i( ~H([A1;A2] : X)− i[A1;A2]): (3:13)



















= ~Mms + imsM ;
~P
m
= ~Pm + imP ;
~P
0
= ~H + iH ;
~M
k0
= ~Bk + ikB
It is checked by direct calculations that eqs.(3.14) are formally staised. However, there is a problem
of divergences and renormalization which requires more careful investigations.
3.2 Semiclassical Poincare transformations in Fock space
For renormalization, let us construct the semiclassical Poincare transformations in the Fock space. They
are related with the constructed operators ~Ua;(ua;X  X) by the relation:
~Ua;(ua;X  X) = Vua;ΛXUa;(ua;X  X)V −1X : (3:15)
The operator V taking the Fock space vector Ψ 2 F to the functional f [()] is dened from the relation




and from formulas (2.1) which can be rewritten as

















dxdy(x) ~R(x;y)(y)]j2 = 1 (3:18)
The argument can be chosen to be arbitrary, for example,
Argc = 0: (3:19)
Notice that the operator V is dened form the relations (3.16) - (3.19) uniquely.

















1 n n( 1; ; n) ( 1) ( n) j
The problem of divergence of the series is related with the problem of correctness of the functional
Schrodinger representation. It is not investigated here.
Since the operators A(x) satisfy usual canonical commutation relations and A−(x)j0 >= 0, we
obtain V A(x) = A(x)V .
The operator V depend on R. It is useful to nd an explicit form of the operator V −1V .
It happens that the following property is satised:





A+[Γ^1=2Γ^−1=2 + iΓ^−1=2R^Γ^−1=2]A− + i
4
Tr[(R^+ R^)Γ^−1] (3:20)
The notations of the type A+B^A− are used for the operators like ∫ dxdyA+(x) ~B(x;y)A−(y), where
~B(x;y) is a kernel of the operator B^.
To check formula (3.20), consider the variation of the formula (2.1) if R is varied:
[A(x);V −1V ] = (Γ^1=2Γ^−1=2A)(x)
−i(Γ^−1=2R^Γ^−1=2A+)(x) + i(Γ^−1=2R^Γ^−1=2A−)(x):
Therefore, formula (3.20) is correct up to an additive constant. To nd it, note that
V j0 >= [ i
2
∫
dxdy(x) ~R(x;y)(y) + lnc]V j0 > :
This relation and formula (2.1) imply
< 0jV −1V j0 >= i
2
Tr(R^Γ^−1) + lnc:
It follows from the normalization conditions (3.18) and (3.19) that c = (detΓ^)1=4. Therefore, lnc =
1
4
TrΓ^Γ^−1. Thus, < 0jV −1V j0 >= i
4
Tr(R^+ R^)Γ−1. Formula (3.20) is checked.
It follows from formula (3.15) that the generators H(A : X) in the Fock representation are related
with ~H(A : X) by the following relation:
H(A : X) = H(A : X)− i[A] = V −1X ( ~H[A : X]− i[A])VX :
We see that commutation relations (3.13) are invariant under change of representation.
An explicit form of operators H(A : X) will be simplied if we consider the case when the quadratic
form R is invariant under spatial translations and rotations:
~R(x;y : u(a;L)X) = ~R(L−1(x− a); L−1(y− a) : X): (3:21)
This property implies that
[@k; R^] = kP R^; [@k; Γ^1=2] = kP Γ^1=2;
[(xk@l − xl@k); R^] = klMR^; [(xk@l − xl@k); Γ^1=2] = klM Γ^1=2: (3:22)
The generators H(A : X) are presented in table 3.












Let us check the commutation relations between H(A : X). Since the divergences arise in terms Bk
and H only, so that we suppose them to be arbitrary and then nd the conditions that provide Poincare
invariance.
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Table 3: Semiclassical Poincare transformations in Fock representation
Element of Poincare
group (a ; )
Semiclassical operator Ua ; (ua ;X  X) : Ψ0 7! Ψt in the Fock represen-
tation takes the initial condition for the Cauchy problem to the solution of the











Mkl = −iA+(xk@l − xl@k)A−
a0 = 0,  = 1,
a = b ;
spatial translation
i _Ψ = bkP kΨ ;
P k = −iA+@kA−
a0 = − , a = 0;
 = 1;
evolution
i _Ψ = H(X )Ψ ;
H(X) = 1
2
A−H−−(X)A− + A+(!^ +H(X))A− + 1
2
A+H++(X)A+ +H;
H++(X) = Γ^−1=2[HR^ − R^R^ − (− +m2 + V 00((x))]Γ^−1=2;
H−−(X) = (H++)+;






1=2; Γ^1=2])Γ^−1=2 − !^;
!^ =
p− +m2;








i _Ψ = nmBm(X )Ψ ;
Bk(X) = 1
2
A−Bk−−(X)A− + A+(Lk + Bk(X))A− + 12A+Bk++(X)A+ +Bk;
Bk++(X) = Γ^−1=2[Bk R^ − R^xkR^ − (−@ixk@i + xkm2 + xkV 00((x)))]Γ^−1=2;
Bk−− = (Bk++)+;








!^−1=2[!^xk!^ + (−@ixk@i + xkm2)]!^−1=2;




Bkreg = −14Tr[Bk++ + Bk−−]:
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2 2
be arbitrary quadratic Hamiltonians. Then the property [ H1; H2] = i H3 under condition [i1; i2] = i
23
means that
H++3 = −i[H+−1 H++2 +H++2 (H+−1 ) −H++1 (H+−2 ) −H+−2 H++1 ] + 1H++2 − 2H++1 : (3:23)
H+−3 = −ifH++2 (H++1 ) −H++1 (H++2 ) + [H+−1 ; (H+−2 )]g+ 1H+−2 − 2H+−1 ; (3:24)
H3 = − i
2
Tr[H++2 (H++1 ) −H++1 (H++2 )] + 1H2 − 2H1: (3:25)
Relations (3.23), (3.24), (3.25) are treated in sense of bilinear forms on D(T ).
Consider now the commutation relations.
1. The relations
[ P k; P l] = 0; [ M lm; P s] = i(gms P l − gls Pm]
are satised automatically since
[@k; @l] = 0; −[xl@m − xm@l; @s] = gms@l − gls@m:
2. The relation
[ M lm; M rs] = −i(glr Mms − gmr M ls + gms M lr − gls Mmr)
is also satised.
3. For the relation
[ P k; P 0] = 0
eqs (3.23)- (3.25) takes the form
kPH++ − [@k;H++] = 0; kPH+− − [@k;H+−] = 0; (3:26)
kPH = 0: (3:27)
4. For the relation
[ Mkl; P 0] = 0;
eqs.(3.23) - (3.25) are written as
klMH++ − [xk@l − xl@k;H++] = 0; klMH+− − [xk@l − xl@k;H+−] = 0; (3:28)
klMH = 0: (3:29)
5. Consider the relation
[ Mk0; P s] = −igks P 0:
We write eqs.(3.23) - (3.25) as follows:
[@s;Bk++]− sPBk++ = −gksH++; [@s;Bk+−]− sPBk+− = −gksH+−; (3:30)
sPB
k = gksH: (3:31)
6. The commutation relation
[ M lm; Mk0] = −i(glk Mm0 − gmk M l0)
is equivalent to
[xl@m − xm@l;Bk++]− lmM Bk++ = glkBm++ − gmkBl++;
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MB g B g B : (3:33)
7. The most nontrivial commutation relations are
[ Mk0; P 0] = i P k; [ Mk0; M l0] = −i Mkl
They can be rewritten as follows:
0 = −ifBk+−H++ +H++(Bk+−) − Bk++(H+−) −H+−(Bk++)g+ kBH++ − HBk++;
−i@k = −ifH++Bk++ − Bk++(H++) + [Bk+−;H+−]g+ kBH+− − HBk+−; (3:34)
0 = − i
2
Tr[H++(Bk++) − Bk++(H++)] + kBH − HBk (3:35)
and
0 = −ifBk+−Bl++ + Bl++(Bk+−) − Bk++(Bl+−) − Bl+−(Bk++)g+ kBBl++ − lBBk++;
i(xk@l − xl@k) = −ifBl++Bk++ − Bk++(Bl++) + [Bk+−;Bl+−]g+ kBBl+− − lBBk+−; (3:36)
0 = − i
2
Tr[Bl++(Bk++) − Bk++(Bl++)] + kBBl − lBBk: (3:37)
3. Properties (3.26), (3.28), (3.30), (3.32) are obvious corollaries of relations (3.22). Properties
(3.34) and (3.36) are checked by nontrivial but also direct computations.
Properties (3.27), (3.29), (3.31), (3.33), (3.35), (3.37) will be satised if the renormalized trace
satisies the following properties:
Pk TrRΓ^ = 0; 
M
kl TrRΓ^ = 0;
Pl TrRx
kΓ^ = −klTrRΓ^; Mkl TrRxkΓ^ = klTrRxmΓ^− mkTrRxlΓ^;
Tr[xl(Bk Γ^− A^xkΓ^− Γ^xkA^)− xk(Bl Γ^− A^xlΓ^− Γ^xlA^)] + Bl TrRxkΓ^− Bk TrRxlΓ^ = 0;
Tr[xl(H Γ^− A^Γ^− Γ^A^)− (Bl Γ^− A^xlΓ^− Γ^xlA^)] + Bl TrRΓ^− HTrRxlΓ^ = 0;
(3:38)
where A^ = 1
2
(R^+ R^).
Thus, algebraic commutation relations are checked.
3.3 Conditions of integrability
The problem of reconstructing a representation of a local Lie group from a representation of a Lie
algebra ("integrability problem") is mathematically nontrivial. Dierent conditions of integrability
were presented in [43, 44, 45, 46, 47].
The problem of reconstructing the operators Ug(ugX  X) and checking the group property was
discussed in details in [48]. It has been shown that the operators Ug(ugX  X) are correctly dened
under the following sucient conditions.
Let h() be an arbitrary smooth curve on the Poincare group.
P1, For self-adjoint operators
Ak = Lk; Ad+k = −i@k; A2d+kd+l = −i(xk@l − xl@k); A2d+d2+1 = !^
there exists such a positively definite operator T that
1. jjT−1=2AjT−1=2jj <1, jjAjT−1jj <1.
2. for all t1 there exists such a constant C that jjT 1=2eiAjtT−1=2jj  C, jjTe−iAjtT−1jj  C, t 2 [−t1; t1].
P2. The -dependent operator functions TBk++(uh()X) and TH++(uh()X) are continuous in the
Hilbert-Schmidt topology jj  jj2.
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P4. The -dependent
operator functions Bk(uh()X), H(uh()X), TBk(uh()X)T−1, T 1=2Bk(uh()X)T−1=2, TH(uh()X)T−1,
T 1=2H(uh()X)T−1=2 are strongly continuous.
P5. The -dependent operator functions T−1=2H(uh()X)T−1=2, T−1=2Bk(uh()X)T−1=2,
H(uh()X)T−1, Bk(uh()X)T−1 are continuously differentiable with respect to  in the operator norm
jj  jj topology.
P6. The functions H(uh()X) and Bk(uh()X) are continuous.
The property P6 can be substituted by the following property.
P6’. (a) The operators Bk++ and H++ are of the trace class and TrBk++(uh()X) and
TrH++(uh()X) are continuous functions of .
(b) The functions TrRΓ(uh()X) and TrRx
kΓ(uh()X) are continuous.
Let us rst justify property P1.
Let
K^ = !^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4:
This is a bounded self-adjoint positively denite operator without zero eigenvalues. Therefore, K^−1 
T 1=2 is a (non-bounded) self-adjoint operator and
T = !^1=4(x2 + 1)!^1=2(x2 + 1)!^1=4;
T  c > 0 for some c.
The rst part of property P1 is justied as follows. One should check that the following norms are
nite:
jj!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4!^!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
jj!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4!^xs!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
jj!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4(k^jxs − k^sxj)!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
jj!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4k^j!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
jj!^!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
jj!^xs!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
jj(k^jxs − k^sxj)!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
jjk^j!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4!^−1=4(x2 + 1)−1!^−1=4jj;
where k^j = −i@=@xj .
To check this statement, it is sucient to notice that lemma A.29 of Appendix A implies that the
operators
[!^; (x2 + 1)−1]; [!^; xs(x2 + 1)−1]; [!^; xlxs(x2 + 1)−1] (3:39)
are bounded if   1.
To prove the second part of P1, represent it in the following form:
jjeiAjtT 1=2e−iAjtT−1=2jj  jjT 1=2j (t)T−1=2jj  C; jjTj(t)T−1jj  C: (3:40)
It is necessary to investigate the Poincare transformation properties of the operators x^j and k^j .
Notice that the following relations are satised:
ei!^tx^le−i!^t = x^l + k^l!^−1t; ei!^tk^le−i!^t = k^l;
eik^
sas x^le−ik^























!k cosh  − k1 sinh  x
1; X = x +
k sinh x
!k cosh  − k1 sinh 
To check the properties, it is sucient to show that they are satised at  = 0 and show that the
derivatives of left-hand and right-hand sides of these relations coincide.
Making use of commutation relations [xs; f(k^)] = i @f
@ks
(k^) and boundedness of the operators (3.39),
we nd that operators (3.40) are bounded uniformly with respect to t 2 [0; t1]. property P1 is checked.
3.4 Choice of the operator R
Let us choose operator R in order to satisfy properties P1-P5, P7. We will use the notions of Appendix
A (subsection A.5). First, we construct such an asymptotic expansion of a Weyl symbol RN that for
R = RN
deg[lBR−R  xl  R− xl(!2k + V 00((x)))] > maxfd=2; d− 1g;
deg[HR−R R− (!2k + V 00((x)))] > maxfd=2; d− 1g: (3:41)
Next, we will construct another asymptotic expansion of a Weyl symbol R which obeys the condition
ImR > 0 and approximately equals to RN at large jkj, so that eqs.(3.41) are satised.
This will imply that properties P2-P5, P6’ are satised.
Let us dene the expansions RN with the help of the following recursive relations. Set
R0 = i!k;
Sn = −HRn +Rn  Rn + !2k + V 00((x));
Rn+1 = Rn + i2!kSn:
(3:42)
Lemma 3.1. The following relation is satisfied:
degSn = n:
Proof. For n = 0, S0 = V 00((x)), so that statement of lemma is satised. Suppose that statement
of lemma is justied for n < N . Check it for n = N . One has












































 degSN−1 + 1 = N
and


























up to terms of the degree N , one nds
degSN = N:
Lemma 3.1 is proved.
Denote
X ln = −lBRn +Rn  xl  Rn + xl(!2k + V 00((x))):
Lemma 3.2. The following property is obeyed:
lBSn − HX ln = −X ln  Rn −Rn X ln + Sn  xl  Rn +Rn  xl  Sn: (3:43)
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F ln = 
l
BSn − HX ln +X ln  Rn +Rn X ln − Sn  xl  Rn −Rn  xl  Sn:
One has
F ln = (
l
B − xlH)V 00((x)) + [H ; lB]Rn − [xl(!2k+
V 00((x))− (!2k + V 00((x))  xl]  Rn +Rn  [xl(!2k + V 00((x))− xl  (!2k + V 00((x))]
It follows from the denition of the Weyl symbol that






(lB − xlH)V 00((x)) = 0:
Thus,
F ln = [H ; 
l








which means that eq.(3.21) is satised is checked by induction. Lemma 3.2 is proved.
Lemma 3.3. The following properties are satisfied:
1. degX ln = n.
2. deg(X ln − xlSn)  n+ 1.
Proof. It follows from the results of Appendix A that X ln is an asymptotic expansion of a Weyl
symbol. Let degX ln = .
Suppose that  < n. Then the left-hand side of eqs.(3.43) is of the degree , the degree of the right-
hand side of eq.(3.43) is greater than or equal to  − 1. In the leading order in 1=jkj the right-hand
side has the form one has (−2i!kX ln) and its degree should be greater than or equal to  . Therefore,
degX ln   + 1. We obtain a contradiction.
Suppose  > n. Then the left-hand side of eq.(3.43) is of the degree n, the right-hand side in the
leading order in 1=jkj has the form 2i!kxlSn. so that degSn should obey the inequality degSn  n+ 1.
We also obtain a contradiction.
Thus,  = n. In the leading order in 1=jkj one has
0 ’ −2i!k(X ln − xlSn)
up to terms of the degree n, so that deg(X ln − xlSn)  n+ 1. Lemma 3.3 is proved.
We see that for N  maxfd=2; d− 1g the properties (3.41) are satised.
Lemma 3.4. Let R(1) and R(2) be asymptotic expansions of Weyl symbols, degR(1) = degR(2) = −1
and deg(R(1) −R(2)) = N + 1. Then
deg(X(1)l −X(2)l) = N
and
deg(S(1) − S(2)) = N:
Proof. Denote R(1) −R(2) = D. Then
X(1)l −X(2)l = −lBD +R(1)  xl D +D  xl  R(1) +D D  xl D:
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will look for R as follows (cf. [36]),
R = A+ i!1=4k  expB  !1=4k  expB  !1=4k ;
where A and B are real asymptotic expansions. Then
Γ1=2 = !
1=4
k  expB  !1=4k ;
Γ−1=2 = !−1=4k  exp(−B)  !−1=4k
















Lemma 3.5. There exists unique functions A1, ..., AS1, B1, ..., BS2 such that deg(R−RN) = N+1.



















Show that Bs is uniquely dened. In the leading order in 1=jkj, one has
ImR ’ !k + 2B1!k;
so that B1 = CN;1=2. Suppose that one can choose B1, ..., Bs−1 in such a way that the degree of the
asymptotic expansion of a Weyl symbol
FN;s = ImRN − !1=4k  exp(B1 + ::: + Bs−1)  !1=2k  exp(B1 + ::: + Bs−1)  !1=4k
satises the inequality
degFN;s  2s− 1:
Choose Bs in such a way that degFN;s  2s− 1. One has
FN;s+1 = ImRN − !1=4k 
1∑
l1=0





(B1 + ::: + Bs−1 + Bs)l2
l2!
 !1=4k :
Up to terms of the degree 2s+ 1, one has










+ Bs)  !1=4k












is uniquely dened. Lemma 3.5 is proved.
Thus, we have constructed the operator R such that properties (3.41) are satised. We obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Properties (3.21), P2-P5, P6’(a) are satisfied.
This theorem is a direct corollary of the results of Appendix A. Property P1 is satised because of
construction of the operator R. Properties P2-P5, P6’(a) are corollaries of Theorems A.31, A.32, A.33,
properties (3.41) and lemmas A.8, A.9, A.19.
3.5 Regularization and renormalization of a trace
The purpose of this subsection is to specify functionals TrRΓ and TrRx
kΓ of arguments ,  in order
to satisfy properties P6’(b), (3.38). We want the renormalized trace to satisfy properties like these:
(i) TrRA^ = TrA^ if A^ is of the trace class;
(ii) TrR(A^+ B^) = TrRA^ + TrRB^;
(iii) TrR[A^; B^] = 0;
(iv) TrRA^n ! 0 if An ! 0
for such class of operators that is as wide as possible. Under these conditions, properties P6’(b) and
(3.38) are satised. However, one cannot specify such a renormalized trace. Namely, one should have
TrR[x^j ;W( kj
!lk
f(x))] = 0; (3:44)










)− lT rRW( kikj
!l+2k
f(x)) = 0: (3:45)
Choose l = d. Consider i = j in eq.(3.45) and perform the summation over i. Making use of the relation
!2k − kiki = m2, we nd
TrRW(m2!−d−2k f(x)) = 0:




However, we can introduce a notion of a trace for asymptotic expansions of Weyl symbols. The trace
will be specied not only by operator but also by its asymptotic expansion which is not unique (see
remark after denition A.6).




































for s  d which are divergent. We will dene the quantities (3.47), making use of the following
argumentation.



















j1:::js−1js+1:::jn+1 = (s+ n)I
s;n+2
ij1:::jn+1: (3:49)









Let us use the approach based on the dimensional regularization [49, 50]. It is based on considering
integrals (3.50) at arbitrary dimensionality of space-time. Expression (3.50) appears to be a meromor-
phic function of d. Substracting the poles corresponding to suciently small positive integer values of




























Γ(s=2)ms−dN !"(1 + "(−ln(m2) + Γ0(1) + 1 + ::: +N−1)) +O("):
In the MS renormalization scheme [50], one should omit the term O("−1). There is also an MS
renormalization scheme in which one omits also a xed term of order O(1). Let us omit the term






(1 + :::+ 1=N);
provided that N = d−s
2
is a nonnegative integer number.
Therefore, we have dened the renormalized trace of an asymptotic expansion of a Weyl symbol by
formaula (3.46), provided that the coecient functions are polynomials in k=!k.
Let us investigate properties of the renormalized trace. Some properties are direct corollaries of
denition (3.46).
Lemma 3.7. The following properties are satisfied:
(i) TrR(A+ B) = 0;
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(iv) Let degA > d. Then TrRA = TrA.
Corollary. The property AP9 is satised.
Let us check that TrR(A B − B  A) = 0. First of all, prove the following statement.
Lemma 3.8. TrRA B = TrRAB.
Proof. Making use of eq.(A.4), we nd






[A(x + y1;k + 
p2
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B(x + y2;k2 − p12 )−
@
@xi





B(x + y2;k2 − p12 )
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p12 )−











































Analogously to Appendix C, one nds that (Cj; Cj)  Cj is an asymptotic expansion of a Weyl symbol.
It follows from lemma 3.7 that TrR
@Cj
@kj
= 0. We obtain statement of lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.9. For degB  2, TrRxk!k B = TrRxk!kB and TrR!k B = TrR!kB.
The proof is analogous.
Corollary 1. The following relations are satisfied:
1. TrR(A B − B  A) = 0;
2. TrR(x
k!k B −B  xk!k) = 0;
3. TrR(!k B −B  !k) = 0.
Corollary 2. Property (3.38) is satisfied.
Thus, we have constructed functionals TrRx
kΓ^  TrRxkΓ and TrRΓ^  TrRΓ such that properties
(3.38) and P6’(b) are satised.
Note that the "nite renormalization" [25] can be also be made. One can add quantities TrRx
kΓ^
and TrRΓ^ to renormalized traces in such a way that
Pk TrRΓ^ = 0; 
M
kl TrRΓ^ = 0;
Pl TrRx
kΓ^ = −klTrRΓ^; Mkl TrRxkΓ^ = klTrRxmΓ^− mkTrRxlΓ^;
Bl TrRx
kΓ^− Bk TrRxlΓ^ = 0;
Bl TrRΓ^− HTrRxlΓ^ = 0:
This corresponds to the possibility of adding the nite one-loop counterterm to the Lagrangian.
4 Semiclassical field
An important feature of QFT is a notion of eld. In this section we introduce the notion of a semiclassical
eld and check its Poincare invariance.
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representation. At t = 0, this is the operator of multiplication by (x). For arbitrary t, one has
~(x; t : X) = ~U−t(X  utX)(x) ~Ut(utX  X);
where ~Ut(utX  X) is the operator transforming the initial condition for the Cauchy problem for
eq.(1.6) to the solution to the Cauchy problem.
The eld operator in the Fock representation is related with ~ by the transformation (2.1),
^(x; t : X) = V −1X ~(x; t : X)VX :
Making use of eq.(3.15), one nds
^(x; t : X) = (U tH(X))
−1^(x; utX)U tH(X) (4:1)
Here ^(x : X) = i(Γ−1=2(A+ − A−))(x), while
U tH(X)  Ua;(ua;X  X);  = 1; a = 0; a0 = −t:
Let us dene ^ mathematically as an operator distribution.









We say that the sequence fukg 2 S(Rn), k = 1;1 tends to zero if jjukjjl;m !k!1 0 for all l;m.
Denote D = fΨ 2 FjjjA+TA−Ψjj <1g (cf. [48]).
Definition 4.1. (cf.[20]). 1. An operator distribution  defined on D 2 F is a linear mapping
taking functions f 2 S(Rd) to the linear operator [f ] : D ! F ,
 : f 2 S(Rd) 7! [f ] : D ! F ;
such that jj[fn]jj !n!1 0 if fn !n!1 0.
2. A sequence of operator distributions n is called convergent to the operator distribtion  if
jjn[f ]− [f ]jj !n!1 0




dx(x)f(x); x 2 Rd:
Consider the mapping f 7! tffg, f 2 S(Rd) of the form
tff : Xg =
∫
dx^(x; t : X)f(x):
It follows from the results of [48] that t is an operator distribution being continous with respect to
t.
Consider the mapping f 7! [f ], f 2 S(Rd+1) of the form
[f : X] =
∫
dttff(; t) : Xg:
Analogously, note also that  is an operator distribution.
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To check the property of Poincare invariance, notice that it is sucient to check it for partial cases:
spatial translations, rotations, evolution, boost, since any Poincare transformation can be presented
as a composition of these transformations. Let gB() = (a();()) be a one-parametric subgroup
of Poincare group corresponding to the element B of the Poincare algebra. The Poincare invariance
property can be rewritten as







Obviously, vg1vg2 = vg1g2.
Let us check relation (4.2). It is convenient to reduce the group property to an algebraic property.
The formal derivative with respect to  of the right-hand side of eq.(4.2) is
(U B(X))
+fi[H(B : ugB()X);[vgB()f : ugB()X]] +
@
@
[vgB()f : ugB()X]gU B(X) (4:3)
If the quantity (4.3) vanishes, the property (4.2) will be satised since it is obeyed at  = 0. Making use




j=0[vgB()f : ugB()X]− i[[f : X];H(B : X)] = 0: (4:4)
We obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let the bilinear form (4.4) vanish on D. Then the property (4.2) is satisfied on D.
Proof. Consider the matrix element
 = (U B(X)Ψ1; [vgB()f : ugB()X]U

B(X)Ψ2)− (Ψ1; ^[f : X]Ψ2);
where Ψ1;Ψ2 2 D. Show it to be dierentiable with respect to  . Let us check that for Ψ 2 D, the











It follows from [48] that the rst term tends to [ @
@t
jt=0vgB(t)vgB()f : ugB()X]Ψ, while the second term












+(U +B (X)Ψ1; ([vgB(+)f : ugB(+)X]− [vgB()f : ugB()X])U B(X)Ψ2)
+((U +B (X)− U B(X))Ψ1;[vgB()f : ugB()X]U B(X)Ψ2):
This quantity tends as  ! 0 to the matrix element of the bilinear form (4.3) and vanishes under
condition (4.4). Lemma 4.1 is proved.
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tions.
For spatial translations and rotations, property (4.2) reads:
^(x; t : X) = U−10;a;L^(Lx + a; t : u0;a;LX)U0;a;L (4:5)
It follows from commutativity of U0;a;L and Ut and table 3 that property (4.5) is satised.
For evolution operator, property (4.2) is rewritten as:
^(x; t : X) = (U H(X))
−1^(x; t−  : uX)U H(X) (4:6)
Relation (4.6) is a direct corollary of denition (4.1) and group property for evolution operators.
Consider now the n-boost transformation. Check property (4.4). It can be presented as





)^(x; t : X)
or
[Bk(X); (U tH(X))
−1(x : utX)U tH(X)] + i
k






−1(x : utX)U tH(X)
(4:7)





k(utX)− tP k(utX)]U tH(X): (4:8)
which can be checked by multiplication by (U tH(X))
−1 and dierentiation with respect to t in a weak
sense (cf. [48]). We take relation (4.7) to the form
[ Bk(Y )− P k(Y )t;(x : Y )] = xk[ H(Y );(x : Y )]− it@(x : Y )
@xk
;
where Y = utX. The property
i
@(x : Y )
@xk
= [ P k(Y );(x : Y )]
is a corollary of relation (3.22). The relation
[ Bk(Y )− xk H(Y );(x : Y )] = 0
is also checked by direct calculation.
Thus, we have obtained that the invariance property (2.5) is satised.
5 Remarks on composed semiclassical states
In the soliton quantization theory and in gauge eld theories, the zero-mode problem arises [2]. To
resolve it, one can consider the superposition of the "elementary" quantum eld semiclassical states












−(;x)]g(; ’()− (; )p

) (5:1)
where  2 Rk, S(), (;x), (;x) are smooth functions. Calculate (formally) the functional integral
for ( ;  ):



















































should be satised. Otherwise, the integral (5.2) will be exponentially small as  ! 0, so that state
(5.1) will be trivial. Under condition (5.3), one has

















To specify the composed semiclassical state in the functional representation, one should:
(i) specify the smooth functions (S();(;x);(;x))  X() obeying eq.(5.3) (determine the
k-dimensional isotropic manifold in the extended phase space X );
(ii) specify the -dependent functional g(; ()).
The inner product of composed semiclassical states is given by expression (5.4).
Since the inner product (5.4) may vanish for nonzero g, one should factorize the space of composed















)]g(; ) = 0 (5:5)
should be set to be equal to zero, g  0.
One can dene the Poincare tarnsformation of the composed semiclassical state as follows. The
transformation of (S();(; );(; )) is ua;(S();(; );(; )). The transformation of g(; ())
is
~Ua;(ua;(S;;) (S;;))g(; ()):
One should check that the inner product entering to eq.(5.5) is invariant under Poincare transformations.
This will also imply that equivalent states are taken to equivalent.
Since the functional Schrodinger representation is not well-dened, let us consider the Fock rep-
resentation. One should then specify the -dependent Fock vector Y () = V −1g(; ) instead of the














dx(Bs(;x)A+(x)−Bs (;x)A−s (x))Y ()) (5:6)
where





Γ^ = Γ^((; );(; )), R^ = R^((; );(; )). If the isotropic manifold ((; );(; )) is non-
degenerate, the functions Bs(;x) are linearly independent.




























+(x)− Bs (;x)A−s (x)) commute each other.
It follows from the resulats of [48] that the inner product (5.7) is correctly dened, while Poincare
transformations of composed semcialssical states satisfy the group property and conserve the inner
product (5.7).
6 Conclusions
In this paper a notion of a semiclassical state is introduced. "Elementary" semiclassical state are
specied by a set (X;Ψ) of classical eld conguration X (point on the innite-dimensional manifold
X , see section 2 and subsection 3.2) and element Ψ of the space F . Set of all "elementary" semiclassical
states may be viewed as a semiclassical bundle.
The physical meaning of classical eld X is evident. Discuss the role of Ψ. In the soliton quantization
language [1, 2] Ψ species whether the quantum soliton is in the ground or excited state. For the
Gaussian approach [14, 15, 16, 17], Ψ species the form of the Gaussian functional, while for QFT in
the strong external classical eld [6, 7] Ψ is a state of a quantum eld in the classical background.
The "composed" semiclassical states have been also introduced (section 5). They can be viewed
as superpositions of "elementary" semiclassical states and are specied by the functions (X();Ψ())
dened on some domain of Rk with values on the semiclassical bundle.
Not arbitrary superposition of elementary semiclassical states is nontrivial. The isotropic condition
(5.3) should be satised. Moreover, the inner product of the "composed" semiclassical states (eq.(5.6))
is degenerate, so that there is a "gauge freedom" (5.5) in specifying composed semiclassical states.
The composed semiclassical states are used [36] in soliton quantization, since there are translation
zero modes and solitons can be shifted. They are useful if there are conserved integrals of motion like
charges. The correspondence between composed and elementary semiclassical states in QFT resembles
the relationship between WKB and wave packet approximations in quantum mechanics.
An important feature of QFT is the property of Poincare invariance. In this paper an explicit check
of this property is presented for semiclassical QFT. The Poincare transformations of elementary and
composed semiclassical states have been constructed as follows. First, the simplest Poincare transfor-
mations like spatial translations and rotations, evolution and boost are considered. The innitesimal
transformations are investigated, the Lie algebraic commutation relations have been checked and the
group properties have been justied.
For the "composed" states, conservation of the degenerate inner product and isotropic condition
under Poincare transformation have been checked.
An important feature of QFT is a notion of eld. In this paper this notion is introduced for
semiclassical QFT. The property of Poincare invariance of semiclassical eld is checked.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, projects 99-01-01198 and
01-01-06251.
A Weyl calculus
The purpose of this appendix is to investigate some properties of Weyl symbols of operators which are
useful in justication of properties P1-P6.
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A(x; k), x; k 2 Rd be a classical observable depending on coordinates x = (x1; :::; xd) and momenta
k = (k1; :::; kd). To specify the corresponding quantum observable A^ (to "quantize" the observable A),
















; p)e−ipf(x+ ): (A:1)
We denote the operator A^ of the form (A.1) as A^ =W(A). We will also write A =W(A^) if A^ =W(A).
Definition A.1. The operator W(A) is called a Weyl quantization of the function A. The function
W(A^) is called as a Weyl symbol of the operator A^.
A.2 Some calsses of Weyl symbols
A.2.1 Classes AN and BN
For investigations of QFT ultraviolet divergences, we are interested in behavior of Weyl symbols of










are bounded for all s, i1; :::; is.







for all s, i1; :::; is.








for all R, P , j1; :::; jR, s1; :::; sP .








(An −A) = 0
for all R, P , j1; :::; jR, s1; :::; sP .
Let us investigate some properties of introduced classes AN and BN .
Lemma A.1. 1. AN+R  A, BN+R  B for R  0.
2. Let AN+R − limn!1An = A and R  0. Then AN − limn!1An = A.
3. Let BN+R − limn!1An = A and R  0. Then BN − limn!1An = A.
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2. Let A 2 AN . Then xiA 2 AN , @A@xi 2 AN , @@kiA 2 AN+1, f(x)A 2 AN for smooth bounded function
f(x).
3. Let BN − limn!1An = A. Then BN+1 − limn!1 @@kiAn = @@kiA.
4. Let AN − limn!1An = A. Then AN − limn!1 xiAn = xiA, AN − limn!1 @An@xi = @A@xi ,
AN+1 − limn!1 @@kiAn = @@kiA, AN − limn!1 f(x)An = f(x)A for smooth bounded function f(x).
The proof is also obvious.
Lemma A.3. Let A1 2 BN1, A2 2 BN2. Then A1A2 2 BN1+N2.















f  g + f  @
@ki
g:
Lemma A.3 is proved.
Lemma A.4. The following properties are satisfied: ki 2 B−1, !k 2 B−.









where P is a polynomial in ki=!k. Property (A.3) is checked by induction. Therefore, functions (A.2)
are bounded for N = 1. Lemma A.4 is proved.
Lemma A.5. 1. Let A 2 BN . Then




2. Let A 2 AN . Then




Proof. Property 1 is a corollary of lemmas A.2 and A.4. Property 1 implies property 2. Lemma is
proved.
Lemma A.6. 1. Let BN − limn!1An = A. Then
BN−1 − lim
n!1 kiAn = kiA; BN+ − limn!1!
−
k An = !
−






2. Let AN − limn!1An = A. Then
AN−1 − lim
n!1 kiAn = kiA; AN+ − limn!1!
−
k An = !
−







The proof is analogous to the proof of lemma A.3.
Lemma A.7. 1. Let A1 2 AN1, A2 2 AN2. Then A1A2 2 AN1+N2.
2. Let AN1 − limn!1A1;n = A1, AN2 − limn!1A2;n = A2. Then AN1+N2 − limn!1A1;nA2;n = A1A2.
The proof is analogous to lemma A.3.
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2 A0 p W( ) ( )
2. Let A0 − limn!1An = 0. Then limn!1 jjW(An)jj = 0.












However, for operator F (k^) one has jjF (k^)jj = supk jjF (k)jj, since in the momentum representation
F (k^) is the operator of multiplication be F (k). Therefore,
jj ∫ dei(k^+=2) ~A(; )jj = maxk j ∫ dei(k+=2) ~A(; )j = maxk j ∫ deik ~A(; )j =
maxk j ∫ dx(2)dA(x; k)e−ixj = 1(2+1)N maxk j ∫ dx(2)d(x2+1)N e−ix(x2 + 1)N(−x + 1)NA(x; k)j:





(2 + 1)N(x2 + 1)N
max
kx
j(x2 + 1)N(−x + 1)NA(x; k)j:
The rst statement is judtied. Proof of the second statement is analogous. Lemma A.8 is proved.
Lemma A.9.1. Let A 2 AN , N > d=2. Then W(A) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
2. Let AN − limn!1An = 0, N > d=2. Then limn!1 jjW(An)jj2 = 0.













j(x2 + 1)N=2!Nk A(x; k)j2:
The rst statement is justied. Proof of the second statement is analogous. Lemma A.9 is proved.
A.3 Properties of *-product
Remind that the Weyl sumbol of the product of operators
A B =W(W(A)W(B))
can be presented as [34, 51]




A(x+ 1; k +
2
2
)B(x+ 2; k − 1
2
)e−i11−i22 (A:4)
Formula (A.4) can be obtained from denition (A.1).
Let us investigate some properties of formula (A.4). Let us nd an expansion of formula (A.4) as
jkj ! 1. Formally, one has



































@ki1 :::@kin2 @xj1 :::@xjn1
@n1+n2B(x;k)












This is an asymptotic expansion in 1=jkj as jkj ! 1. Let us estimate an accuracy of the asymptotic
series.
Making use of the relation
A(x+ 1; k +
2
2
)− A(x+ 1; k) =
∫ 1
0
d(2 − 1) @
@2




and integrating by parts N2 times, we nd













































































































































Let us investigate the remaining terms.
A.3.1 The k-independent case
Definition A.3. We say that the function f(x), x 2 Rd is of the class C if f is a smooth function such

























@N1+1B(x; k − 1 12 )
@kj1 :::@kjN1+1
: (A:6)
Let us prove some auxiliary statements.
Lemma A.10. For some constent A1 the estimation
!k  A1!p!k−p (A:7)
is satisfied.
Proof. Let p = (1
2


























; k2 < 4m2;  = 0:
k2m2
k2+m2








The quantity (A.8) is bounded below. Thus, lemma is proved.




Lemma A.11. Let C 2 AN ,  2 C, ’ 2 C[0; 1]. Then for







e−i(x+ )C(x; k − 
2
) (A:9)
the function !Nk F is bounded.
Proof. Inserting the identity




and integrating by parts, we obtain that

















C(x; k − 
2
):













































(A.11) by parts, making use of corollary of lemma A.10 and property C 2 AN , we obtain that !Nk F is
a bounded function. Lemma A.11 is proved.
Lemma A.12. Under conditions of lemma A.11 F 2 AN .











which are expressed via linear combinations of integrals of the type (A.9). Lemma A.12 is a corollary
of lemma A.11.
Lemma A.13. Let AN − limn!1Cn = C,  2 C, ’ 2 C[0:1]. Then AN − limn!1 Fn = F .
The proof is analogous to lemmas A.11 and A.12.
We obtain therefore the following theorem.
Theorem A.14. 1. Let f 2 C, B 2 AN . Then
f B = f K B +RK
with RK 2 AN+K+1.
2. Let f 2 C, AN − limn!1Bn = 0. Then AN+K+1 − limn!1(f Bn − f K Bn) = 0.
A.3.2 The x-independent case
























Lemma A.15. C = C(k), C 2 BK1, K1 > 0, D 2 AK2, ’ 2 C[0; 1]. Then for











the function !K1+K2k F is bounded.
Proof. Inserting the identity (A.10) and integrating by parts, we obtain that























For the function !K1+K2k F , one has






































Integrating by parts for suciently large L1, L2, making use of lemmas A.10, we check proposition of
lemma A.15.
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AK1+K2 − limn!1 Fn = F .
The proof is analogous to lemmas A.12 and A.13. We obtain then the following theorem.
Theorem A.18. 1. Let A = A(k), A 2 BM1, B 2 AM2. Then
A B = A K B +RK
with RK 2 AM1+M2+K+1, provided that K +M1 + 1 > 0.
2. Let A = A(k), A 2 BM1, AM2 − limn!1Bn = B. Then
AM1+M2+K+1 − limn!1(A Bn −A
K Bn) = 0;
provided that K +M1 + 1 > 0.
Remark. If the proposition of theorem A.18 is satised for K = K0, it is satised for all K  K0.
Therefore, the condition K +M1 + 1 > 0 can be omitted.
The following lemma is a corollary of theorem A.18.
Lemma A.19.1. Let A 2 AN , N > d. Then W(A) is of the trace class.
2. Let AN − limn!1An = 0, N > d. Then limn!1 TrW(An) = 0.
Proof. Consider the operator




k  (x2 + 1)N=2  A
Since B 2 AN=2, W(B) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator according to lemma A.9. Therefore, W(A) is a
product of two Hilbert-Schmidt operators (x2 + 1)−N=2!^−N=2 and W(B). Thus, W(A) is of the trace
class.
One also has:
jTrW(An)j = jTr(x2 + 1)−N=2!^−N=2W(Bn)j  jj(x2 + 1)−N=2!^−N=2jj2jjW(Bn)jj2:
Making use of lemma A.9, we prove lemma A.19.
A.3.3 The AN-case
Let A 2 AM1, B 2 AM2. The r-terms can be investigated as follows.
1. We substitute j1;2e
−i1;21:2  i @
@j1;2
e−i1;21:2 and integrate the expressions for r(1), r(2), R by parts
with respect to 1, 2.











for r = r(1); r(2); R and show them to be bounded. We use the following statement.
Lemma A.20. Let F 2 AK1, G 2 AK2, K1; K2 > 0. Then the function∫
d1d2d1d2
(2)2d
e−i11−i22!K1+K2k F (x+ 1; k + 2
2
2





is uniformly bounded with respect to 1; 2 2 [0; 1].
This lemma is proved analogously to lemmas A.11 and A.15.
3. Analogously to previous subsubsections, we prove the following theorem.
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A B = A  B +RK
with RK 2 AM1+M2+K+1.
2. Let An 2 AM1, Bn 2 AM2. Then
AM1+M2+K+1 − limn!1(An Bn − An
K Bn) = A B − A K B:
A.4 Properties of the exponent
Let us investigate now the properties of the exponent of the operator expW(A)  W( expA). It is


















Lemma A.22. A 2 AI if and only if jjAjjI;K <1 for all k = 0;1.
The proof is obvious.
Let C = A B. Then the Fourier transformation ~C can be expressed via ~A and ~B as follows,
~C(γ; k) =
∫
d ~A(; k +
γ − 
2
) ~B(γ − ; k − 
2
): (A:14)
The following estimation is satised.
Lemma A.23. For arbitrary integer numbers K, L > d=2 there exists such a constant bK that
jjA Bjj0;K  bK jjAjj0;K+2LjjBjj0;K: (A:15)
To prove estimation (A.15), one should use denition (A.13) and formula (A.14):
(i) the derivatives @=@γn are applied as
@
@γn
( ~A(; k + γ−
2









) ~B(γ − ; k − 
2




~B(γ − ; k − 
2
);
(ii) the derivatives @=@kj are applied analogously;
(iii) the multiplicators γm are written as m + (γm − m);
(iv) the estimations




(lemma A.10) are taken into account.





We obtain the estimation (A.15).
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with An = A  :::  A.
Lemma A.24. Let A 2 AM ,M > 0. Then the estimation (A.16) is convergent in the jj  jj0;K-norm.
The estimation jj  expAt− 1jj0;K  CK is satisfied for t 2 [0; T ].
Proof. One has
jjAnjj0;K  bn−1K jjAjjn−10;K+2LjjAjj0;K  bn−1K jjAjjn0;K+2L:
Therefore,











on t 2 [0:T ]. Lemma A.24 is proved.




















(N − 1)! ( expA − 1)
)
(A:17)




(N − 1)! ( expA − 1) 2 A0:
It follows from theorem A.21 that the symbol (A.17) is of the ANM -class. Lemma A.25 is proved.




















(N − 1)! ( expAnt−  expAt) = 0: (A:18)
One has
 expAnt−  expAt =
∫ t
0
d  expA(t− )  (An −A)  expAn:
Making use of lemma A.23, we obtain then estimation (A.18).
A.5 Estimations for the commutator
Let A^ = f(x^), B^ = g(k^). To investigate the properties of the commutator K^ = [A^; B^], it is convenient
to introduce the notion of x^k^-symbol of the operator instead of Weyl symbol. For the x^k^-quantization,





∫For x^k^-quantization, the *-product dened from the relations C^ = A^B^, C = AB has the form [34, 51]
(A B)(x; k) = A(x; k − i @
@y
)B(y; k)jy=x:
Lemma A.27. 1. Let A(x; k) = ’1(x)’2(k) with bounded functions ’1, ’2. Then jjA^jj <1.
2. Let A 2 L2(R2d). Then A^ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.







The commutator K^ = [f(x^); g(k^)] has the following x^k^-symbol:









− ∫ 10 d (1−)LL! (−i)L+1 @L+1g(k−i @@x )@ki1 :::@kiL+1 @L+1f@xi1 :::@xiL+1 :
Lemma A.28. Let C(x; k) = A(k − i@=@x)B(x). Then jjCjjL2 = jjAjjL2jjBjjL2.
















(γ1)e−iγ1kB(x+ γ1) ~A(γ2)eiγ2kB(x+ γ2) =
(2)d
∫
dγj ~A(γ)j2 ∫ dxjB(x+ γ)j2 = jjAjj2L2jjBjj2L2:
Lemma A.28 is proved.
We have obtained the following important statement.













Then [f(x^); g(k^)] is a bounded operator.
A.6 Asymptotic expansions of Weyl symbol
To check the property of Poincare invariance, it is important to investigate the large-k expansion of the
Weyl symbols. Introduce the correponding denitions.





















Denitions A.2 and A.4 imply the following statement.
Lemma A.30. 1. Let A 2 L. Then the function B(x; k) = A(x; k=!k) is of the class B0.
2. Let L − lims!1As = 0. Then B0 − lims!1As(x; k=omegak) = 0.
Making use of denition A.2 and lemma A.25, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary. 1. Let A 2 L. Then the function !−k A(x; k=!k) is of the class A.
2. Let L − lims!1As = 0. Then A − lims!1 !−k As(x; k=omegak) = 0.
Definition A.5. 1. A formal asymptotic expansion is a set A of  2 R and functions A0; A1; ::: 2 L.
We say that the formal asymptotic expansions A = (;A0; A1; ::) and B = (;B0; B1; ::) are equivalent
if −  is an integer number and Al−+ = Bl for all l = −1;+1 (we assume Al = 0 and Bl = 0 for





If A0 = 0, ..., Al−1 = 0, Al 6= 0, the quantity deg A  + n is called as a degree of a formal asymptotic
expansion A.
2. Let As, s = 1;1 and A be formal asymptotic expansions of Weyl symbols. We say that F:E −
lims!1 As = A if s =  and L − lims!1(As;n −As) = 0.
The summation and multiplication by numbers are obviously dened:
A+  B =
1∑
n=0
!−n−k (An(x; k!k) + Bn(x; k=!k)):


































−(l + )Al(x; n) + @Al
@np
(x; n)(ps − npns)
]
jn=k=!k
The *-product of formal asymptotic expansions is introduced as
A  B  ∑1K=0∑n1n20;n1+n2=K in1−n2n1!n2!2n1+n2 @n1+n2@xi1 :::@xin2 @kj1 :::@kjn1 ∑1l1=0 !−l1−1k Al1(x; k=!k)
 @n1+n2










provided that degA is a positive integer number.
Definition A.6. 1. An asymptotic expansion of the Weyl symbol is a set A  (A; A) of the Weyl







for all n = 0;1.












for all n = 0;1.
Remark. For given Weyl symbol A, the asymptotic expansion is not unique. For example, let
A(x; k) = m2f(x)=!k:
One can choose  = 2, A0(x; n) = m
2f(x) anf nd A(x; k) = !−2k A0(x; k=!k). On the other hand, one
can set  = 0, A0(x; n) = f(x)(1− nini) and obtain A(x; k) = A0(x; k=!k) since !2k − kiki = m2. We
see that a degree is a characteristic feature of an expansion rather than of a symbol.
Let A = (A; A), B = (B; B). Denote A B  (A B; A  B),
!k  A  (!k  A; !k  A),
f(x)  A  (f(x)  A; f(x)  A),
 expA− 1  ( expA− 1;  exp A− 1).
Theorems A.14, A.18, A.21 and lemmas A.25 and A.26 imply the following statements.
Theorem A.31. 1. Let Abe an asymptotic expansion of a Weyl symbol. Then !k A and f(x) A
are asymptotic expansions of Weyl symbols under conditions of theorem A.14, while  expA − 1 is an
asymptotic expansion of a Weyl symbol, provided that deg A is a positive integer number.
2. Let A and B be asymptotic expansions of Weyl symbols. Then A B is an asymptotic expansion af
a Weyl symbol.
Theorem A.32. 1. Let E − limn!1An = A. Then:
(a) E − limn!1 !k  An!k  A;
(b) E − limn!1 f(x)  Anf(x)  A under conditions of theorem A.14;
(c) E − limn!1( expAn − 1) =  expA− 1 if deg An, deg A are positive integer numbers.
2. Let E − limn!1An = A and E − limn!1Bn = B. Then E − limn!1An Bn = A B.












A(t)dt is also dened in a standard way.
Theorem A.32 imply the following statement.




(!k  A) = !k  dAdt ;
(b) d
dt
(f(x)  A) = f(x)  dA
dt
under conditions of theorem A.14.
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The only nontrivial statement is (c). It is proved by using the identity [51]
 expA1 −  expA2 =
∫ 1
0
d  exp(A1(1− ))  (A1 − A2)  exp(A2):
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